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T
he classic Lotka predator�prey (PP)
equations1,2 are famous for predict-
ing the counterintuitive fact that sus-

tained oscillations are a natural mode of
population coexistence in ecological food
chains. Modern mathematical models of eco-
systems incorporate additional interactions
such as competition or symbiosis and predict
a rich array of behaviors including, along with
stable coexistence, oscillations and chaos.
They apply to a variety of agent-based com-
munities, from ecology3�6 to economics.7,8

Surprisingly, molecular systems seem to
depart from this ubiquity, as there is no
reported implementation of the PP para-
digm in the chemical world.9 The possibility
of biochemical analogues of ecological dy-
namics was foreseen some years ago,10 with
the description of a molecular mechanism
for prey growth and predation based on
two interdependent DNA�RNA amplifica-
tion cycles. The authors experimentally de-
monstrated the coupling between the two
molecular species, but experimental oscilla-
tions could not be observed11 and would
have moreover required an open reactor to
occur. More recently, the theoretical con-
structionof anoscillating chemical PP system
was used as a demonstration of the potential
versatility of DNA reaction networks.12

Nonetheless, Lotka's initial insight about
PP oscillations was based on chemical

kinetics;1,13 hypotheses concerning prebio-
tic molecular “worlds” also suggest a role
for PP dynamics,14,15 and the ubiquity of the
predatory rule among living systems strongly
advocates for a chemical root to the phenom-
enon. Besides, compliant and fast in vitro

PP systems would represent an unmatched
opportunity to study experimentally the
infinite variety of dynamics predicted to
emerge from trophic interactions.
Theoretically, DNA-based molecular pro-

grams offer a platform for the design of
dynamic reaction networks with arbitrary
topologies,12 but practical examples are
more restricted, for example, to models of
simple cellular circuits.16�20 Here we pres-
ent an effective experimental approach for
the design of out-of-equilibrium in vitro

behaviors, and we apply it to the design of
the elusive predator�prey chemical ecosys-
tem. We start with the core two-species
system and analyze its robust oscillatory
signature. We then rationally assemble a
variety of molecular ecosystems with a
higher number of species and interactions.
All of them correspond to ecologically im-
portant, but chemically novel, mechanisms
and dynamics.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Building a PP Biochemical Oscillator. PP sys-
tems recapitulate three phenomena: prey
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ABSTRACT Biological organisms use intricate networks of

chemical reactions to control molecular processes and spatiotem-

poral organization. In turn, these living systems are embedded in

self-organized structures of larger scales, for example, ecosystems.

Synthetic in vitro efforts have reproduced the architectures and

behaviors of simple cellular circuits. However, because all these

systems share the same dynamic foundations, a generalized molecular programming strategy should also support complex collective behaviors, as seen, for

example, in animal populations. We report here the bottom-up assembly of chemical systems that reproduce in vitro the specific dynamics of ecological

communities. We experimentally observed unprecedented molecular behaviors, including predator�prey oscillations, competition-induced chaos, and

symbiotic synchronization. These synthetic systems are tailored through a novel, compact, and versatile design strategy, leveraging the programmability of

DNA interactions under the precise control of enzymatic catalysis. Such self-organizing assemblies will foster a better appreciation of the molecular origins

of biological complexity and may also serve to orchestrate complex collective operations of molecular agents in technological applications.
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growth (autocatalytic reaction 1), predation (auto-
catalytic reaction with consumption or prey, reaction
2), and decay (reaction 3).

N f 2N (1)

Nþ P f 2P (2)

N, P f L (3)

Figure 1 shows how the corresponding chemical reac-
tions can be compiled using DNA biochemistry. The
construction starts with the predation reaction 2,
which is the defining feature of PP systems. This reac-
tion describes the growth of the predators through the
consumption of prey and refers to a replicator with
exponential dynamics.21 Since our goal is to integrate
this step in larger networks of reactions, we also require
a generic design, which may support many instantia-
tions. We initially noticed that, formally, reaction 2may
stand for the DNA polymerase-catalyzed elongation of
a primer on a template, provided three conditions. (i)
The predator P must have a palindromic sequence, so
that the elongation of a primer using P as a template
will produce a second copy of P (in other words, there
must be a center of symmetry in themiddle of the P�P
duplex).22 (ii) The prey N should be long enough to
prime the polymerase. (iii) P should be short enough to
significantly dissociate into monomeric species at
the experimental temperature (this last condition
serves to avoid product inhibition). Under appropriate

conditions and temperature, we found that these de-
sign constraints can bemet by a number of sequences.
We selected one of these sequences as the basis of a
first PP system, named PP1 and comprising the prey N1,
the predator P1, and the template G1 (Figure 2a).
Figure 2b shows the exponential growth of the short
14 base palindromic P1 when feeding on 10 base N1 as
primers. This reaction is observed here through the
increase of a green fluorescence signal produced by a
DNA-intercalating dye: predators produce more fluores-
cence than prey, so the total signal increases sigmoidally
until all prey are converted into predators (see Support-
ing Information Figure S9 for additional plots and curve
fitting).

We now turn to reaction 1, where the prey N
triggers its own generation in a simple loop. In DNA
biochemistry, this may translate into an isothermal
amplification scheme based on repetitive enzymatic
extensions and nicking on a dual-repeat DNA template.16

The only sequence constraint at this stage is the pre-
sence of a recognition site at the appropriate position in
the sequence of the prey. In Figure 2c, we use a template
(called G1) designed to amplify the prey N1, that is, the
one used by the predator P1 to fuel its replication. In
isolation (in the absence of predator), the autocatalytic
prey amplification reaction generates an exponential
increase of the prey, again observed through an in-
crease in the green fluorescence signal.

Reaction 3 implies that all of the species have a
limited lifetime in the system. From a dynamic, or
thermodynamic, point of view, this step is essential
to avoid a runaway of the system and to allow the
existence of bounded attractors, yielding, for example,
stable periodic trajectories. In a closed setting, this sink
function needs to be provided internally. Herewe use a
thermophilic exonuclease,23 able to digest both P1 and
N1 into inactive monomers (Figure 2d). The global
energy flux for reactions 1�3 will then start from
activated, but metastable, nucleotides (dNTPs), which
are catalytically incorporated in short oligonucleotides
and subsequently depolymerized into inactivated
(waste) monomers (dNMPs). The batch design used
here implies a finite lifetime for the system, limited at
the very least by the exhaustion of dNTPs.

In Figure 2e, predation and degradation reactions
are assembled, resulting in a spiking behavior: if a
sufficient amount of prey is initially present, the pre-
dator population starts to grow, but the limited lifetime
of each species ultimately brings the system back to
zero. Finally, when reactions 1, 2, and 3 are combined,
the prey population is able to recover after the pre-
dator decay, and this isothermal system produces
repetitive spikes of both species (Figure 2f). When
conditions are adequately tuned by selecting enzymes,
temperature, and G1 concentration, one observes
sustained oscillations, a landmark property of PP
systems. These oscillations have a period of one to

Figure 1. General design of the predator–prey reaction
network. The global reactions 1–3 are constructed from
DNA polymerization–depolymerization reactions in order
to implement the correct formal relations between the
molecular species. The template G (in strong colors) is the
only stable sequence in the system. Other oligonucleotides
(predator P and prey N, in light colors) are dynamically
produced and degraded in the presence of a polymerase
(Pol.), a nicking enzyme (Nick.), and an exonuclease (ExoN.).
Sequence domains are color-coded. Hashes emphasize the
buildup of the palindromic structure of the predator.
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a few hours and may last for days, until enzymes are
gradually inactivated or dNTPs depleted.

Because genetic information is passed from one
strand to the next in each polymerization step, the
genetic information encoding the full reaction network
is contained in the sole sequence of the template or
equivalently in that of the prey N1 (CATTCGGCCG). The
dynamic operation of this system is permitted by a set
of three thermophilic enzymes, a DNA polymerase (Bst
large fragment), and nicking enzyme (Nb.BsmI) and an
exonuclease (ttRecJ23).

Multiplexed Monitoring. A complete characterization
of the dynamics requires the independent monitoring
of both prey and predator concentrations. To do so, a
yellow fluorescent dye is attached to the 30 end of the
template G1. The fluorescence intensity of this dye will
depend on the single-stranded or double-stranded
status of its end of the G1 template24 and will therefore
yield a signal dominated by the prey contribution
(Figure 3a). From the deconvolution of the green and
yellow fluorescent channels, we now obtain two traces,
revealing a clear phase shift between the oscillations of
the two species (Figure 3b,c; see Supporting Information
for details). As expected, the prey population comes first,
disappears during the predator burst, and resumes its
growth when predators come back to a low level. The
time plots are of sufficient quality to be converted in 2D
fluorescence trajectories (Figure 3d,e). These plots sug-
gest the convergence toward a limit cycle (necessarily
transient in this closed system) for intermediate template
concentrations. Pseudo-limit-cycle oscillations are further
supported by experiments initiated with different initial
conditions N1,t=0 and P1,t=0, which converge toward the
same stable orbit (Supporting Information Figure S2).

Mathematical Model. Reactions 1 and 2 are composite
chemical processes which, under simplifying assump-
tions, can be reduced to simple kinetic descriptions
(Supporting Information section 2 and Figures S3�S6).
Reaction 3 is an enzymatic transformation of the
Michaelis�Menten type. We thus derive a simple;but
importantly still mechanistic;two-variable model be-
longing to the family of PP equations. It can be reduced
to a non-dimensional form with five parameters:

dn

dt
¼ g 3 n

1 þ β 3 g 3 n
� p 3 n � λ 3 δ

n

1 þ p

dp

dt
¼ p 3 n � δ

p

1 þ p

where n, p, and g are the scaled total concentrations
of prey, predator, and template, β is a saturation term,
and δ and λ 3 δ are the scaled first-order decay rates for
predator and prey, respectively.

A first set of parameter values can be estimated from
the kinetic analysis of isolated reactions 1�3 (Supporting
Information section3andFigures S7�S10). Injected in the
model, this rawparameter set yields the following numer-
ical predictions (Supporting Information Figure S11): as
the total concentration of G1 increases, the initial stable

Figure 2. Assembly and monitoring of the predator�prey
system PP1 (isothermal batch experiments at 46.5 �C). The
green fluorescent signal observed in all of the plots is
produced by an intercalating dye that does not resolve
prey and predators. (a) Sequences of the 20 base long dual
repeat G1 template, the 10 base prey N1, and the 14 base
predator P1. G1 has the Nb.BsmI recognition site in bold,
phosphorothioate backbone modifications;used to pro-
tect it from ttRecJ;indicated by *, and a phosphate mod-
ification on the 30 end to block spurious extension by the
polymerase. (b) Predation (reaction 2) involves the duplica-
tion of palindromic predators, using;and consuming;
shorter prey (initially 100 nM) as primers. The resulting
duplex dissociates into monomeric species, creating an
autocatalytic feedback. The reaction, driven by the poly-
merase only, was seeded with a small concentration of P1.
(c) Prey amplification (reaction 1) via templated DNA dupli-
cation requires the presence of G1 (here at 200 nM), Bst
polymerase large fragment, and the nicking enzyme Nb.
BsmI. The reaction is initiated with a small amount of N1.
The leveling-off after 10 min is due to the saturation of the
fluorescence, mostly produced by the template in double-
stranded (prey bound) form (see Supporting Information
section 3 and Figure S10 for details). (d) Degradation
(reaction 3) is catalyzed by an exonuclease. Both N1 and P1
are digested by ttRecJ (here at 8 nM), albeit with different
maximum rates and affinities. (e) Combining predation and
decay produces a pulse of predators at the condition that N1,

t=0 is large enough (P1,t=0 = 1 nM in all three experiments
shown). (f) In the presence of template G1 (160 nM) and the
three enzymes, the prey amplification mechanism resumes
after the predator population has shrunk, and sustained
oscillations are obtained.
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state of complete extinction (no species) gives place to
a permanently oscillating ecosystem of prey and pre-
dators. From this point on, oscillations persist until G1 is
approximately doubled, after which they get damped
and converge toward a stable steady state where both
species coexist. These predictions are in line with the

experimental observations (Figure 3d,e). Moreover, after
slightly refining the parameters, an almost quantitative
agreement betweenmodel and data can be obtained for
all sampled G1 concentrations (Figure 3d�f and Support-
ing Information Table S5). This is remarkable given the
simplicity of this two-variable model.

Figure 3. Two-color experimental PP system and two-species mathematical model. (a) N quenching24 allows the real-time
monitoring of the prey population: upon hybridization of prey on the 30 end of template G1, the yellow fluorescent
modification is reversibly quenched. (b) Time course of green and yellow fluorescent signals (offset for clarity). The yellow
signal reportsmostly on the amount of prey N1 in the system, while the green signal is dominated by the predator P1. (c) After
deconvolution, one observes a clear phase delay between the oscillations of the two species. Note that fluorescence is given
in arbitrary units. (d) Experimental and simulated time plots for various G1 concentrations. Dots show the deconvoluted prey
(yellow) and predator (green) fluorescent contributions. The continuous line is the model prediction, using the same set of
optimized parameters for all four experiments. Stable oscillations are observed for a given range of G1 concentrations, above
which they get damped, and belowwhich flat responses are seen. (e) Experimental 2D trajectories in the fluorescence space.
(f) Computed trajectories in the P1–N1 phase space. (g) Stable coexistence (Nss, Pss), extinction (0,0), and oscillatory (Osc)
regions of the two-variablemodelwith optimized parameters (see Supporting Information Figures S3–S6 for details). Colored
disks indicate the parameter values corresponding to the plots in d, e, and g.
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Multispecies Systems. Besides PP interactions, the be-
havior of real ecosystems is also controlled by other
types of interactions and primarily by the competition
for resources.3 Such additional couplings are capable
of producing intricate dynamics and especially chaos in
multispecies systems.6,25 To study experimentally the
consequences of competition in a molecular ecosystem,
wehavebuilt a secondpredator�preypair, PP2, basedon
the prey N2 (CATTCCCGGG), the predator P2, and the
template G2. N2 is four mutations away from N1, and
given the short length of the DNA species used here, this
insures orthogonality between the two PP pairs in terms
of binding constants (see Supporting Information Table S2).
In the same experimental conditions as before (i.e.,
temperature, buffer, and enzymatic concentrations), iso-
lated PP2 yields oscillations over a range of G2 concentra-
tion, albeit with different amplitude and period than PP1.
Wehave alsomodifiedG2with a fluorescent dye so that it
produces a red signal reporting on the prey N2 (Figure 4a
and Supporting Information Figures S12 and S13).

When PP2 is run in combination with PP1, in the
same tube, the four species N1, P1, N2, and P2 compete
for the access to enzymatic resources. Experimentally,
we observe radical changes of the individual trajec-
tories (Figure 4 and Supporting Information Figures
S14�S18). In a closed system, permanent regimes are
by definition impossible, and only transient responses
can be observed, impeding the classification of the
observed behaviors into general dynamic categories.
Hints of period doubling, synchronization, and chaotic
behavior (with sensitivity to initial conditions, Figure 4f
and Supporting Information movie S3) can, however,
be gathered from the experimental time courses at
various G1/G2 concentration ratios.

These behaviors can be qualitatively understood by
considering two conflicting influences: on the one
hand, each PP pair has its own characteristic period,
controlled solely by the concentration of its G tem-
plate. On the other hand, competitive inhibition of the
various enzymatic reactions will intuitively tend to

Figure 4. Two predator–prey pairs competing for enzymatic resources. (a) PP2 system and its fluorescent template G2. (b)
Schematic of the network comprising four species competing for the enzymes (collectively represented as a gray box). (c)
Time plots of fluorescent records in the yellow, red, and green channels, corresponding, respectively, to N1, N2, and, after
subtraction of the preys’ green contributions, P1þ P2. Yellow and red traces are offset for clarity (top: an experimentwithG1 =
50 nM and G2 = 100 nM; bottom: an experiment with G1 = 60 nM and G2 = 110 nM; also shown as Supporting Information
movies S1 and S2; see Supporting Information section 5 and Figures S14–S18 for additional experiments). Alternation of long and
short periods can be distinguished in the yellow trace of the top experiment. (d) Discrete Fourier transform of the yellow and red
signals are displayed in the corresponding color (thick lines) and compared to the situation where each pair is present alone in
solution (dashed lines), with the same template concentration. (e) Same data are plotted as N1–N2 versus P1þP2, in order to be
visualized in 2D. (f) Reaction as in c (top graph) is started with slightly different initial conditions (black: N1, N2, P1, P2 = 10 nM; blue,
green, red, orange: same as black plus, respectively, 2 nM of N1, N2, P1, or P2 to produce the initial difference). The divergence of the
trajectories in 3D fluorescent space is shown as Supporting Information movie S3. (g) Simulated bifurcation plot showing all local
maxima andminima over 5000min of the P2 trajectory for G2 = 100 nM and varying concentrations of G1. (h) Simulated trajectories
shown as N1–N2 versus P1þP2 (top, G1 = 55 nM, G2 = 100 nM; bottom, G1 = 60 nM, G2 = 110 nM).
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synchronize the two systems: a given PP pair feels the
current phase of the other pair through the changes in
the apparent activity of the enzymatic resources and
will thus experience a form of periodic forcing. In
particular, the degradation step has the smallest sa-
turation constant (Table S5). Therefore, in Figure 4g,
competition for the exonuclease was used as the
dominant interpair coupling force in a four-species math-
ematical model (Supporting Information Figures
S19�S21). Depending on the concentration of tem-
plates G1 and G2, numerical solving predicts the
alternation of synchronized zones (possiblywithhigher
periodicity) and chaotic areas. Some of the computed
trajectories (Figure 4h) bear a strong resemblance with
the experimental ones, notwithstanding the expected
sensitivity to the parameter values.

Symbiosis is the third type of fundamental interaction
that shapes the dynamics of ecosystems. A mutualistic
species (i.e. having a reciprocally beneficial relationship
with another species) can combine with predator�prey
interactions in a variety of manners and with diverse
dynamic outcomes.26,27 In the case of two predator�prey
pairs, it was predicted that weak mutualism at the prey

level would generate in-phase synchronization of the two
oscillators.28

In Figure 5, we endow the previous chemical mod-
els with two kinds of symbiotic interactions. First, we
focus on the single PP2 pair with a mutualistic interac-
tion between the prey P2 and a third species, Sy, that
is, a predator�prey�mutualist system.26 We do this by
including two cross-catalytic templates G2fSy and
GSyf2 in the mix, along with the autocatalytic G2

(Figure 5a). G2fSy works in the same way as G2

(Figure 1), except that it produces Sy instead of a
second copy of N2. GSyf2 does the contrary. The pres-
ence of these two templates enforces that the mutu-
alist Sy is created from N2 and, in turn, fosters the
growth of N2. We observe that, as the mutualistic
interaction increases in strength (i.e., the templates
G2fSy andGSyf2 increase in concentration), the sustained
oscillations that were initially observed get damped and
are replaced by the stable coexistence of all three species
(Figure 5b). In a second set of experiments, mutualism is
enforced between the two prey of the two pairs PP1 and
PP2. To do this, we add the templates G1f2 and G2f1,
in equal concentration, to the G1/G2 mix, therefore

Figure 5. Effect of symbiosis on molecular PP systems. (a) Predator–prey–mutualist network. Template G2fSy produces the
symbiont Sy in the presence of N2. TemplateGSyf2 does the opposite and is 30-labeledwith the yellowdyeDy530 to report on
the presence of Sy (see Supporting Information Figure S22). The concentrations of these templates define the strength and
symmetry of the symbiotic interaction. (b) Experimental trajectories with increasing (and symmetric) symbiosis between N2

and Sy. The plots show the prey versus predator trajectories in the fluorescence space. Increasing the symbiotic link dampens
the oscillations and allows the trajectory to settle quickly on a steady state (bottomplot). (c) TwoPPpairswith global resource
competition and bilateral symbiosis between the two preys. G1f2 and G2f1 control the strength of the symbiotic relation. (d)
Red (N2) versus yellow (N1) trajectories (left column) and cross-correlations (right column) showing the synchronizing and
phase locking effect of increased symbiosis.
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embedding cross-catalysis at the prey level (Figure 5c). In
line with theoretical predictions,28 we now observe the
gradual synchronization and in-phase locking of the two
oscillators (Figure 5d, Supporting Information Figures S22
and S23 for simulations).

Discussion. With its predictable secondary structures
and rich biochemistry, DNA provides a flexible sub-
strate for the building of reaction networks with tailored
topologies.16 The batch assembly of out-of-equilibrium
dynamics further requires the design of a reliable
internal energy source as well as an efficient chemical
sink. This was addressed here by the use of enzymatic
catalysis. We have thus shown that, by combining
DNA versatility and enzymatic tools, concepts such
as predation or symbiosis, usually associated with
living ecosystems, may be given a chemical
implementation.29 It is striking that many of the exotic
dynamics observed or predicted for real animal
populations4�6,25,26,30,31 can be reproduced in our
abiotic molecular setup. Important ecological ques-
tions such as the behavior of spatially distributed PP
systems,14,32 the role of stochastic effects when popu-
lation size goes down to a few individuals,33 and the
coupling with environmental cycles5 will now become

open to in vitro investigation with chemical models.
We also envision the use of such molecular tools to
explore the relation between stability and complexity
in ecosystems34 or the interplay with evolutionary
dynamics.35,36

From a practical point of view, the molecular
programming strategy reported here is extremely
compact;the PP system is fully encoded on a single
20 base template;and yields very robust behaviors.
Together with the Belousov�Zhabotinsky and a hand-
ful of other reactions, it is one of the few schemes that
are able to display tens of oscillations in a closed
setting.9,16 Contrary to small-molecule oscillators, how-
ever, our approach is general in the sense that many
systems with various reaction network topologies can
be built using the same design principles. Another
important asset of DNA-based systems is that they
can be interfaced with other downstream or upstream
modules,37 as we have shown here with the symbiotic
networks. Therefore, beside opening the way to the
study of fundamental issues of chemical dynamic
systems, we also expect that this approach will provide
a useful building block in the scaling-up of molecular
computers12,38 and machines.39,40

METHODS
Sequence Design. Designing PP systems comes down to

selecting the sequence of the G template, which solely controls
the structure of the reaction network. This sequence is a dual
repeat including the following features: the recognition site of a
nicking enzyme with the nicking position between the two
repeats of the complementary strand (i.e., between the two
prey); the absence of this recognition site anywhere else in the
system; and the partially palindromic sequence of each repeat
(allowing prey extension into predators that are fully palindro-
mic, while short). The template should also be resistant to
exonuclease degradation, which can be achieved with a few
phosphorothioate backbone modifications at the 50 end.16

Reaction Assembly and Monitoring. Throughout the study,
we have used a buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM
(NH4)2SO4, 10 mM KCl, 50 mM NaCl, 8 mMMgSO4, 400 μM each
dNTP (NEB), 0.1% Synperonic F108 (Aldrich), 5 ng/μL extremely
thermostable single-strand binding protein (ETSSB; NEB),
100 μg/mL BSA (NEB), 2 μM Netropsin (Sigma Aldrich), 4 mM
DTT, 1� EvaGreen (Biotium), 0.5� ROX (from a standard 100�
dilution provided by Invitrogen), and a pH of 8.8. The function of
each component of the buffer is detailed in Supporting Infor-
mation Methods section. All experiments (except otherwise
specified) were performed at T = 46.5 �C, with 3.7 nM Bst, 600
units/mL Nb.BsmI, 32.5 nM ttRecJ. Reactions were typically run
in parallel in strips of 20 μL PCR white tubes, with various
concentrations of templatesG and initiatedwith a small amount
of the corresponding prey and predators. After assembly of all
of the components, the tubes were carefully vortexed, centri-
fuged, and transferred in a Bio-Rad CFX or MiniOpticon thermo-
cycler set at a constant temperature. The fluorescence records
were obtained from the real-time thermocyclers at intervals of a
few minutes (for the oscillating experiments). The fluorescence
cross-talks between the different channels (green, yellow, and
deep red) were removed by the built-in software after calibra-
tion for EvaGreen (ex. 500 nm, em. 530 nm), Dy530 (ex. 539 nm,
em. 561 nm), JOE (ex. 520, em. 548), and Dy681 (ex. 691 nm, em.
708 nm). Before analysis, these crude data sets were detrended
to eliminate the background fluorescence and long-term drifts.

Simulations. The two-variable model was derived from the
mechanistic description under the approximation of small
binding constants for hybridization reactions. An initial set of
parameters was obtained by kinetic analysis of the individual
reactions as described in Supporting Information section 3 and
latter refined by direct fitting of the experimental oscillating
traces (using Mathematica). Bifurcation diagrams were built
either by analytical stability analysis of the fixed points of the
models (for the simple case of a single PP pair) or by numerical
integration of the time series (in more complex cases).
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